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Near surface mounted (NSM) technique with fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) 

worldwide is the most repairing systems for existing concrete structures. The use of 

NSM strengthening technique to RC members is an alternative method used for 

applying FRP flexural strengthening. Some limitations of applying the NSM to RC 

members such as; minimum value of groove to NSM bar diameter and minimum 

net distance between groove and the beam edge and between two adjacent grooves, 

which limits the use of NSM technique in RC beams with limited width, therefore 

many researcher introduce side near surface mounted (SNSM) technique by placing 

the FRP grooves at the sides of the beam. SNSM technique produced a significant 

enhancement in the flexural capacity of the RC beams. This paper reviews current 

research on RC members strengthening with SNSM technique. It focuses on the 

effect of NSM strengthening bar length, strengthening materials type, strengthening 

diameter, effect of filling material, effect of end anchorage, effect of the 

strengthening bars number, strengthening position, effect of spacing between NSM 

bars, prestress level of FRP, longitudinal reinforcement ratio and effect of pre-

cracking of strengthened beams. 
 

 

 
1. Introduction 

Throughout the world by the time all 

infrastructure damage as a result of increased the 

applied loads, corrosion, environmental and ageing 

[1-3]. Reinforced concrete RC structures such as 

buildings, bridges, Multi-floor garages, and offshore 

structures, will demolition or rebuild will lead to 

bleeding the time and cost. Furthermore, most 

concrete structures built in the 1950s and 1960s, are 

unsatisfactory for current specifications [4]. 

Therefore, strengthening reinforced concrete (RC) 

structures is required to meet the requirements and 

extend the service life. Flexurally designed 

reinforced concrete RC beams can fail due to 

yielding of the concrete crushing, shear flexure or 

pull reinforcement. Upgrade the flexural and shear 

capacities of RC members can be occurs using 

different solution methods, such as external post-

tensioning, steel or concrete jackets, replacement of 

degraded members or the addition of new extra 

members however they increase the dead load of 

repair structures and are time-consuming. So it is 

necessity to find alternative materials or methods. 

Strengthening of RC members using fiber reinforced 

polymers (FRPs) compared to those realized through 

the techniques that have generally superior 

performance recently [5]. Because of their high 

tensile strength, high stiffness, high resistance to 

insect and fungal growth, high chemical attack 

resistance, non-corrosive nature, low thermal 

transmissibility and ease of installation [6-15]. Many 

researchers were conducted several techniques for 

repairing and strengthening the RC structures using 

FRP such as externally bonded (EB) and near 

surface mounted (NSM) [16-19]. Near surface 

mounted is a strengthening techniques used epoxy 

resins as the adhesive in FRP application that has 

attracted the most international engineering 

community [20-30], it is based on bonding FRP bars 
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or laminates into pre-cut grooves in the concrete 

cover. Grooves might be for flexure strengthening in 

tensile surfaces of the RC members or for shear 

strengthening in the sides of the beams, half of the 

groove filled with the adhesive and the FRP 

composites embedding to these grooves then the 

adhesive filled in the groove and leveled [7, 17, 18]. 

There are many review papers have been reported in 

the area of FRP strengthened and repaired structural 

concrete members However, most of these reviews 

have involved mainly the EB FRP method and some 

review for bottom near surface mounted (BNSM) 

[31, 32]. Applying the bottom near surface mounted 

to concrete has some limitations [2] such as; the 

minimum value of the groove dimensions to the bar 

diameter for smooth and lightly sand-blasted bars 

must be 1.5 and 2.0 respectively, moreover the 

minimum net distance between two adjacent grooves 

equals to two bar diameter and between a groove and 

the beam edge equals to four bar diameter [33], 

which limit the use of BNSM technique in beams 

with limited width and if using more than two FRP 

bars in strengthening [34]. Therefore, this paper aims 

to review the side near surface mounted (SNSM) 

strengthening technique in term of effect of SNSM 

strengthening bar length, strengthening materials 

type, effect of strengthening diameter, effect of the 

filling material, effect of end anchorage, effect of the 

strengthening bars number, effect of the 

strengthening position, effect of spacing between 

NSM bars, prestress level of FRP and longitudinal 

reinforcement ratio and effect of Pre-cracking of 

strengthened beams. 

2. Effect of NSM strengthening bar length 

Sharaky et al. [34] studied experimentally and 

numerically the behavior of RC beams strengthened 

with GFRP bars with different length, The GFRP 

bars with or without end anchorage and end 

inclination angle, the tested beams consisted of five 

beams, the beam details are shown in Fig. 1. All 

beams tested under static four-point loads. The first 

beam was strengthened with two side NSM GFRP 

bars of 1800mm in length and without end 

anchorage. The second beam was strengthened with 

two GFRP bars of 1800mm in length and bent ends 

inclined by 90⁰ . The third beam was strengthened 

with two GFRP bars of 1800mm in length and bent 

ends inclined by 45⁰ . The forth beam was 

strengthened with two GFRP bars of 1400mm in 

length and bent ends inclined by 90⁰ . The fifth 

beam was strengthened with two GFRP bars of 

1400mm in length and bent ends inclined by 45⁰  

[34]. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1: Beam details and grooves locations (units in mm) [34]. 

 

Fig. 2 shows the effect of NSM GFRP bar length 

and end inclination angles on the behavior of 

strengthened beams, as shown in figure the load 

carrying capacity and the stiffness of the 

strengthened beams decrease with the decrease of the 

NSM GFRP bar length, the load carrying capacity of 

beams S2-180/0, S2-180/90, S2-180/45, S2-140/90 

and S2-140/45 were 84.91, 81.90, 74.79, 73.36 and 

68.80kN respectively with increasing of 175, 169, 

154, 151 and 142% if compared with control beam 

which recorded 48.53kN load carrying capacity. The 

decreasing of NSM GFRP bars length from 1800mm 

to 1400mm decrease the load carrying capacity by 

10.4 and 8.0% for beams strengthened with end 

anchorage of 90⁰  and 45⁰  respectively. Fig. 3 

shows the failure modes of the strengthened beams, 
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beam S2-180/0 fails due to concrete cover splitting, 

the other beams fails due to concrete crushing after 

debonding of the leg corner of GFRP bar [34]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Effect of bars length and end inclination angle on the strengthened beams [34]. 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Fig. 3: Beam details and grooves locations (units in mm) [34]. 

 

 

Sharaky et al. [34] simulate the strengthened 

beams using the FE program (ANSYS) [35], and 

compared the numerical results with the 

experimental results as shown in Fig. 4. Figures 

shows good agreement between the numerical and 

the experimental results from point of load deflection 

curves, load strain curves, strain distribution along 

the NSM bars [34]. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 4: The comparison between the numerical results with the experimental results; (a) S2-180/45 and (b) S2-

140/45 [34]. 
 

Sabau et al. [36] studied experimentally and 

analytically the efficiency of the SNSM technique 

compared to BNSM with varied NSM CFRP bonded 

lengths to prevent concrete cover detachment (CCD). 

Seven RC beams were tested under four-point 

bending, all beams with a total length of 4000mm 

and a rectangular cross section of 200×300mm. The 

first beam was tested as a reference beam; the other 

six beams were strengthened using different FRP 

configurations as shown in Fig. 5. Beams S300, 

S250 and S200 refers to strengthened beams with 

SNSM technique with values of Δl equal to 300, 250 

and 200mm, respectively, Δl is the distance from the 

beam's support and it is varied only at one end to 

produce a CCD [36]. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Fig. 5: Beams detail (units in mm); (a) Reference beam and (b) SNSM strengthened beam [36]. 
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Load deflection curves of the tested beams and 

the comparison between the experimental and 

analytical results were illustrated if Fig. 6. As shown 

in figure SNSM strengthened beams exhibited a 

significant increase in the yield and ultimate load 

compared to the reference beam. The increase in 

yield load and ultimate load were 98 and 127% 

respectively. The ultimate load observed form the 

results were close together this mean that the 

difference in the anchorage lengths had no effect in 

ultimate load. Also the results showed good 

agreement between the experiential and the 

analytical results [36]. 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 
 

Fig. 6: Load deflection curves of SNSM beams; (a) Load deflection curves of tested beams and (b) Experimental and 

analytical comparison for tested beams [36]. 

 
Abdallah et al. [37] conduct an experimental 

program to study the flexural performance of RC 

beams strengthened with CFRP bars using SNSM 

technique. The effect of CFRP strengthening length, 

position of CFRP bars and the type of filling material 

were studied. The CFRP strengthening length were 

210 and 270cm, while the type of filling material 

used namely epoxy resin with 83 MPa compressive 

strength and 29.5 MPa tensile strength and mortar 

with 74.6 MPa compressive strength and 6.2 MPa 

tensile strength. Six beams of 3000mm total length 

and a rectangular cross-section of 150mm x 280mm. 

The longitudinal reinforcement consisted of two 

steel bars of 12mm diameter in tension and two steel 

bars of 6mm diameter in compression, steel stirrups 

of 6mm diameter at every 150mm were used [37]. 

 

Beams BC1(270-SR) and BC2(210-SR) were 

strengthened with CFRP bars placed at the same 

level of the steel reinforcement using epoxy resin as 

a filling material and CFRP strengthening length of 

270 and 210cm respectively. While beams BC3(270-

SM) and BC4(210-SM) were strengthening using the 

same CFRP strengthening length and CFRP bars 

position but using mortar as a filling material. Beam 

BC5(270 UR) was strengthened with CFRP 

strengthening length embedded in resin and placed 

above than steel level (20-mm higher than the 

longitudinal steel bars level) [37]. 

 

Fig. 7 shows the load deflection curves of the 

tested beams. The failure load of beams BC1(270-

SR) and  BC2(210-SR) were 116 and 106.4kN which 

represents an increase of 59.3% and 46.2% over the 

failure load of the control beam respectively, the 

beams fails due to crushing of brittle compressed 

concrete and concrete peeling-off in the maximum 

shear region as shown in Fig. 8. On the other hand, 

failure load of beams BC3(270-SM) and BC4(210-

SM) were 106.0 and 94.1kN with an increase of 

respectively 45.6% and 29.3% over the failure load 

of the control beam, the failure mode of the beams 

were debonding failure between concrete and the 

filling material, the failure occurred at an earlier 

stage in beam BC4(210-SM) than in beam BC3(270-

SM). We can conclude that; the CFRP bars worked 
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more efficiently as an additional tensile 

reinforcement. Either increasing the CFRP bars 

length led to increase the failure load of the 

strengthened beam and helped to avoid non-

conventional failure mode (peeling off) or delayed 

the debonding failure. Predicted analytical models 

showed excellent agreement with the experimental 

results [37].

 

 
Fig. 7: Load-deflection curves of tested beams [37]. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 8. Failure mode of beams; (a) BC1(270-SR) and (b) BC2(210-SR) [37]. 

 
3. Strengthening materials Type 

Hosen et al. [38] Studied experimentally and 

analytically the behavior of RC beams strengthened 

with side NSM technique using different FRP bars 

types such as steel, CFRP and different NSM 

reinforcement ratio. The tested beams had a 

dimensions of 250mm x 125mm, a total length of 

2300mm and a shear span of 650 mm. The steel 

reinforcement consisted of two steel bars of 12mm 

diameter in tension and two steel bars of 10mm 

diameter in compression and 6mm in diameter for 

stirrups at every 50mm as shown in Fig. 9. Seven RC 

beams (control beam and six strengthened beams) 

were tested under four point bending conditions. 

Three beams strengthened with SNSM steel bars, the 

first with SNSM steel bars of 8m, the second with 

10mm steel bar diameter and the third with 12mm 

steel bar diameter. The remaining three with the 

same SNSM bars diameters but with CFRP bars. 

Beams SNS8, SNS10 and SNS12 refers to 

strengthened beams with SNSM technique using 

NSM steel bars with diameter of 8, 10 and 12mm 

respectively. On the other hand, beams SNC8, 

SNC10 and SNC12 refers to strengthened beams 

with SNSM technique using NSM CFRP bars with 

diameter of 8, 10 and 12mm respectively [38]. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 9: Control and strengthened beam details; (a) Control beam and (b) Strengthened beam [38]. 

 
The load carrying capacities shows that the 

stiffness of the strengthened beams in the pre-

cracking stage significantly influenced compared to 

control beam, a remarkable increasing in the first 

crack load by SNSM with steel bars compared with 

SNSM with CFRP bars. However, the yield and 

ultimate load of SNSM with CFRP bars higher than 

SNSM with steel bars as shown in Fig. 10. This is 

because of the higher tensile strength of the CFRP 

bars than the steel bars [38]. 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 10: Load carrying capacity for strengthened beams in different stages; (a) Yield load and (b) Ultimate load [38]. 
     

On the other hand, Fig. 11 shows load versus 

crack widths of the tested beams. The first crack 

loads of the CB, SNS8, SNS10, SNS12, SNC8, 

SNC10 and SNC12 were 15.75 kN, 34.70 kN, 35.00 

kN, 50.00 kN, 30.00 kN, 30.50 kN and 31.80 kN, 

respectively. First crack loads for all beams were 

higher than that for the control beam. Consequently, 

the SNSM strengthening technique significantly 

increased the first crack load. The total number of 

cracks for the same beams were 11, 15, 19, 21, 16, 

21 and 23, respectively, and the corresponding 

average crack spacing of each beam was 180 mm, 

109 mm, 102 mm, 96 mm, 106 mm, 100 mm and 94 

mm. Therefore, the SNSM strengthened with CFRP 

bars increased the number of the cracks and 

decreased the spacing of the cracks more than the 
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SNSM strengthened with steel bars. Furthermore, the 

beams strengthened by SNSM with CFRP bars gives 

higher stiffness than the beams strengthened by 

SNSM with steel bars, whereas the deflection of the 

beams strengthened by SNSM with CFRP bars was 

less than the deflection of the beams strengthened by 

SNSM with steel bars. The analytical models shows 

excellent agreement between the experimental 

results and predicted results [38]. 

 

 
Fig. 11: Load–crack width [38]. 

 

4. Effect of Strengthening Diameter 

The effect of SNSM strengthening bars diameter 

was studied by Hosen et al. [38] on the behavior of 

RC beams as shown in Fig. 12, the figure shows that 

in case of strengthening with NSM steel bars 

increasing the NSM bar diameter increase the load 

carrying capacity for the strengthened beams. The 

increasing in the load carrying capacity of the 

strengthened beams with steel bars of diameter 8, 10 

and 12mm were 46, 76 and 93% respectively. On the 

other hand, the increasing in the load carrying 

capacity of the strengthened beams with CFRP bars 

of diameter 8, 10 and 12mm were 91, 138 and 133% 

respectively [38].

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 12: Load deflection curve; (a) SNSM-steel beams and (b) SNSM-CFRP beams [38]. 

 

Fig. 13 shows the modes of failure of the tested 

beams. Beams strengthened with both NSM steel or 

CFRP bars with diameter 8, 10mm failed in flexure. 

Vertical cracks were developed when the applied 

load was increased. Concrete crushing failure 

occurred after yielding of the tension steel 

reinforcement and rupture of the SNSM 

reinforcement as shown in Fig. 13a and Fig. 13b. 

However, the strengthened beams with NSM bars 

diameter of 12mm failed through the SNSM bars 

peeling off, see Fig. 13c. After yielding of the 

internal main steel reinforcement was yielded then 

the shear crack initiated at the end of the SNSM bars, 

the SNSM bars peeled off after the shear stress 

exceeded the bond strength of adhesive. Excellent 

agreement between the experimental results and 

predicted results were concluded [38]. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 13: Failure modes of tested beams; (a) SNS8, (b) SNS10 and (c) SNC12[38]. 

 

Shukri et al. [39] studied the behavior of pre-

cracked RC beams while strengthening with the 

SNSM technique using NSM CFRP with three 

diameters; 8, 10 and 12mm. Seven RC beams were 

tested, the first was a control beam, the next three 

beams were non precracked strengthened beams and 

the remaining three beams were precracked 

strengthened beams, the beams dimensions and test 

instrumentation were the same which tested by 

Hosen et al. [38], see Fig. 9. Beams SNC8, SNC10 

and SNC12 refers to non precracked strengthened 

beams with SNSM technique with NSM CFRP of 

diameter 8, 10 and 12mm respectively. Beams 

PSNC8, PSNC10 and PSNC12 refers to precracked 

strengthened beams with SNSM technique with 

NSM CFRP of diameter 8, 10 and 12mm 

respectively. Fig. 14 display the load deflection 

results of the tested beams [39]. 
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Fig. 14: load-deflection results [39]. 

 

From the point of the effect of NSM diameter on 

the behavior of pre-cracked RC beams, for all 

strengthened beams; the mid span deflection at 

failure (�max) gives a significant decrease 

compared to CB. The decrease in �max proportion 

to CFRP bar diameters. The beams strengthened 

with 12 mm CFRP bars showed a most severe 

reduction in �max which decreased in beam SNC12 

and PSNC12 by 49.76% and 58.75% respectively. 

On the other hand, the pre-yield stiffness (Ke) of all 

SNSM strengthened beams were increased compared 

to the control beam, due to the high stiffness of the 

CFRP bars. The increase in Ke is directly 

proportional to the diameter of CFRP bars used. 

SNC8, SNC10 and SNC12 show Ke increase of 

67.36%, 86% and 90.06% respectively. While 

PSNC8, PSNC10 and PSNC12 show Ke increase of 

69.17%, 77.59% and 144.15% respectively. 

Furthermore, the load versus crack width of the 

tested beams (Fig. 15) clarify that the diameter of 

CFRP bar used controlling to the reduction of the 

crack width, for example, beam SNC12, has a much 

smaller crack width than SNC8 at the same load 

level, however the difference in crack width caused 

by the diameter of CFRP bar used more evident 

compared to the difference in crack width caused by 

precracking [39]. 

 

 
Fig. 15: Crack width of tested beams [39]. 

 
The failure modes of the RC beams are shown in 

Fig. 16. The non precracked and precracked beams 

strengthened with CFRP bars diameter of 8 and 

10mm failed through flexure by means of rupture of 

the CFRP bars. On the other hand beams SNC12 and 

PSNC12 failed by concrete cover separation 

(experienced premature failure). Premature failure 

resistance is greatly reduced when the diameter of 

CFRP bar is increased to above 10mm, as seen in 

Fig. 16 [39]. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c)  (d) 

Fig. 16: Failure modes of tested beams; (a) PSNC8, (b) SNC10, (c) SNC12 and (d) PSNC12 [39]. 

 
5. Effect of the filling material 

Abdallah et al. [37] Beams BC3(270-SM) and 

BC4(210-SM) which strengthened using mortar as a 

filling material failed due to debonding between the 

filling material and concrete substrate, whereas no 

signs of debonding failure were observed in beams 

BC1(270-SR) and BC2(210-SR) which strengthened 

using epoxy resin. This indicate that using epoxy 

resin as a filling material forms better bonding with 

concrete than using mortar [37]. 

6. Effect of end anchorage 

Sharaky et al. [34] studied the effect of end 

anchorage on the behavior of RC beams 

strengthened and used different types of end 

condition such as straight and with end inclination 

angle of 45⁰  and 90⁰  as mentioned above, Fig. 2 

shows the effect of the end inclination angle on the 

behavior of the strengthened beams [34]. The effect 

of the end anchorage was negative in the case of a 

comparison between beams strengthened with 

straight bars and beams strengthened with bent end 

bars, this may be due to the confinement surrounding 

the anchorage leg which was surface anchorage 

unlike the anchorage length in the bottom NSM 

strengthening technique which was embedded inside 

the confined portion of the beam. For this the author 

recommended to use the anchorage inside the beam 

rather than the anchorage on the beam surface. From 

Fig. 2 beams strengthened with NSM GFRP bars 

with end anchorage inclined by 90⁰  gives higher 

load carrying capacity and stiffness than beams 

strengthened with NSM GFRP bars with end 

anchorage inclined by 45⁰ . The strengthened beams 

with end inclination angle of 45⁰  showed higher 

ductility compared to CB and strengthened beams 

with end inclination angle of 90⁰  [34]. 

7. Effect of the strengthening bars/strips number 

Ashteyat et al. [40] studied the effect of SNSM 

strengthening technique on the behavior of control 

and heat-damaged cantilever beams. L-shape 

reinforced SCC cantilever were heated at 400 °C and 

500 °C for two hours and others left at laboratory 

temperature as a control beams. The beams were 

strengthened using single/ double SNSM CFRP 

strips located at 25 or 60 mm from the beams' top 

tension then tested under one point static loading at 

the fee end of the beams, see Fig 17. Increasing 

SNSM CFRP strips from one strip to two strips 

increase the load carrying capacity from 147% 

(compared to control beam) to 181% (compared to 

control beam) with increase of 34% in the case of the 

beams that have not been exposed to a high 

temperature. On the other hand in the beams which 

heated at 400 °C and 500 °C, increasing the strips 

number from one strip to two strips increase the load 

carrying capacity by 73 and 36% respectively. As 

expected, the use of double SNSM CFRP strips was 

the most efficient in increasing load capacity. 

8. Effect of the strengthening position 

Abdallah et al. [37] found that the yield and 

ultimate load of beam BC5(270-UR) were 83.2 and 

102.7kN respectively, beam BC5(270-UR) was 

yielded before beam BC1(270-SR) which had yield 

and ultimate load of 90 and 116kN, the failure mode 

of the two beams were due to concrete crushing. The 

maximum tensile strain on CFRP bars was 

0.0041mm/mm which represents about 32% of 

ultimate strain of the CFRP (40.6% lower than the 

maximum measured strain of CFRP bars in beam 

BC1(270-SR)). So, the slight reduction in the yield 

and ultimate load of beam BC5(270-UR) compared 

with beam BC1(270-SR) was due to the additional 
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tensile stress above the steel bars level caused by 

placing CFRP bars above the steel reinforcement 

bars, this led to decrease the effective moment arm 

of the tensile reinforcement (steel and CFRP bars) 

within the beam cross section and reduce the beam 

ductility [37]. 

Ashteyat et al. [40] studied either the effect of the 

position or location of the SNSM CFRP strips on the 

behavior of the strengthened beams.  The use of 

SNSM CFRP strips near the tension side of the beam 

(at 25 mm from the beam tension side) helps 

averting concrete cover peeling off prior to flexural 

failure. The benefit of inserting the SNSM CFRP 

strips at a shallow distance of 25 mm from the 

tension side with regard to the moment resisting arm 

for the strips was undermined by the premature 

concrete cover separation. 

9. Effect of spacing between NSM bars, prestress 

level of FRP and longitudinal reinforcement ratio 

Zhu et al. studied experimentally the effect of 

CFRP spacing, prestress level of CFRP and 

longitudinal reinforcement ratio on the flexural 

behavior of RC beams [41], and flexural fatigue 

behavior of RC beams [42]. Nine RC beams 

strengthened with SNSM CFRP strips, all details of 

the tested beams and strengthening were shown in 

Fig. 18 and Fig. 19. The strengthened beams were 

loaded to 80% of yield load, then slowly unloaded to 

initial state and stabled for a period of time before 

strengthened in order to simulate the actual stress 

condition of RC beams. The strengthened beams 

consisted of two series based on the reinforcement 

ratio; R1 which had a longitudinal tensile steel bars 

diameter of 20mm and R2 with longitudinal tensile 

steel bars diameter of 25mm. Beams R1-SB-1, R1-

SB-2 and R1-SB-3 refers to beams with 

reinforcement ratio of 0.56% and spacing of 

longitudinal CFRP strips equal 50, 100 and 150mm 

respectively. Beams R2-PSB-1, R2-PSB-2 and R2-

PSB-3 refers to beams with reinforcement ratio of 

0.88% and prestress level of CFRP equal 0, 15 and 

30% respectively. An analytical model based on 

sectional analysis and the strain compatibility was 

employed to determine the flexural behavior of the 

strengthened beams with SNSM CFRP [41].  

 
  

 

Fig. 17: Strengthening configuration; (a) strengthened beam, (b) strengthened beam using single SNSM 

strip at distance 60 mm and (c) strengthened beam using double SNSM strips at distance 25 mm [40]. 

 

(b) 

(c) 

(a) 
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Fig. 18: Strengthened beam details (units in mm) [41]. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 19: Test setup and strengthening locations; (a) Mounted CFRP and filled epoxy in the groove and (b) Test load 

[41]. 

 

Fig. 20a represent yield and ultimate load and Fig. 

20b represent the load-deflection curve of the 

strengthened beams. Its noted that the ultimate load 

of all strengthened beams were clearly increased 

compared to that of un-strengthened beam, the 

average value of ultimate load were increased by 

34.0% and 31.7% for series R1 and R2 respectively. 

The ultimate load of non-prestressed strengthened 

beams R1-SB-1, R1-SB-2 and R1-SB-3 were 

increased by 37%, 35% and 33%. That means the 

ultimate load of non-prestressed strengthened beams 

increased with the reduction of longitudinal CFRP 

spacing. While the ultimate load of prestressed 

strengthened beam R2-PSB-2 and R2-PSB-3 had 

increased by 32% and 34% respectively, which mean 

that the ultimate load of prestressed strengthened 

beams were enhanced with the increase of 

longitudinal CFRP prestress level. The ultimate load 

of strengthened beams R2-PSB-1and R1-SB-1 were 

respectively by 29% and 31%, which showed that 
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the longitudinal reinforcement ratio had a negative 

effect on the strengthened beam's bearing capacity 

for the large size high strength beams [41]. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 20: Tested beam results; (a) Comparison of yield load and ultimate load and (b) Load versus mid-span deflection 

[41]. 

 

On the other hand the stiffness of prestressed 

strengthened beams were clearly larger than the non-

prestressed strengthened beams compared to the 

reference beam, the deflection of the non-prestressed 

and prestressed strengthened beam was increased by 

14.6% and 11.75% respectively, which showed an 

improvement in the stiffness and ductility of the 

strengthened beam. The use of CFRP strips for all 

strengthened beams was very effective, especially 

for prestressed strengthened beams, which indicated 

that the strengthening using SNSM technique was 

suitable for large size high strength RC beams. The 

analytical prediction values of load-deflection were 

in good agreement with the experimental values 

[41]. Zhu et al. [42] concluded that the fatigue failure 

did not occur when they were subjected to a 

predetermined number of fatigue cycle loading. 

After 2.5 million fatigue cycle loading, the residual 

flexural capacity and residual stiffness of un-

strengthened beams were lower than those of 

strengthened beams, which were subjected to 2 

million fatigue cycle loading. In addition, the 

flexural capacity and stiffness of the fatigue test 

beams were significantly lower than those of the 

static test beams; the fatigue resistance of 

strengthened beams with the SNSM prestressed 

CFRP was superior to that of the strengthened beam 

with non-prestressed CFRP; the fatigue resistance of 

the fatigue test beams was better after being 

strengthened [42]. 

 

10. Effect of Pre-cracking of strengthened beams 

Shukri et al. [39] studied the behavior of pre-

cracked RC beams strengthened with SNSM 

strengthening technique. As shown in Fig. 14, 

precracked SNSM strengthened beams increased the 

beams stiffness by up to 28.4% and reduced ultimate 

load by up to 3.3% compared to non precracked 

SNSM strengthened beams. For all strengthened 

beams the mid span deflection at failure (�max) 

gives a significant decrease compared to CB. 

Precracking was found to cause the �max of 

PSNC10 and PSNC12 to be slightly lower in 

comparison with SNC10 and SNC12. PSNC8 on the 

other hand have a slightly higher �max if compared 

with SNC8. On the other hand, the pre-yield stiffness 

(Ke) of all SNSM strengthened beams were 

increased compared to the control beam, due to the 

high stiffness of the CFRP bars. The pre-cracked 

beams show higher Ke compared to the equivalent 

non precracked beams, with the exception of 

PSNC10 which has a Ke value that is less than that 

of SNC10. On the other hand load-crack width curve 

(Fig. 15) clarify that; SNSM strengthening technique 

reduced the crack width compared to the control 

beam CB. The figure shows that the crack width of 

non precracked SNSM strengthened beams is 

smaller than the equivalent precracked SNSM 

strengthened beams [39].  

Conclusions 

This paper reviews currently available research of 

SNSM strengthening technique of RC members. 

This review covers basic information on the effect of 

NSM strengthening bar length, strengthening 

materials type, strengthening diameter, effect of 

filling material, effect of end anchorage, 

strengthening position, effect of spacing between 
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NSM bars, prestress level of FRP, longitudinal 

reinforcement ratio and effect of pre-cracking of 

strengthened beams. From the studies reviewed in 

this paper the following conclusions can be drawn: 

 Side Near Surface Mounted (SNSM) 

technique can be used as an alternative to 

the Bottom Near Surface Mounted (BNSM) 

technique, also it can be used to improve 

the flexural performance of RC beams, 

Furthermore, strengthened beams with 

SNSM technique show higher ductility 

behavior if compared to the BNSM beams. 

 Strengthening using SNSM technique was 

suitable for large size high strength RC 

beams 

 SNSM CFRP bar length had a considerable 

enhancement on the ultimate load carrying 

capacity, failure mode and energy 

absorption capacity. 

 Strengthening with SNSM technique using 

either steel or CFRP or GFRP bars gives 

significantly enhancement in the flexural 

capacity of the RC beams. Strengthened 

beams by SNSM with CFRP bars showed 

higher flexural strength and stiffness than 

that Strengthened by steel bars. 

 Increasing the diameter of the strengthening 

FRP reinforcement increasing the first 

cracking load, yield load and ultimate load. 

 Using epoxy resin as a filling material 

introduce better bonding with concrete than 

using mortar and delay the failure due to 

concrete cover separation 

 The position of SNSM strengthening FRP 

bars placed in the same level of the main 

steel reinforcement bars make better 

resisting action to the flexural behavior and 

ductility than that placed above than the 

main steel level because it create a new 

tensile stress level, which consequently 

caused the cracks to widen further and 

therefore to expand upwards. 

 Increasing SNSM strengthening strips 

number had a noticeable enhancement in 

load carrying capacity.  

 The stiffness of non-precracked SNSM 

strengthened RC beams was less than the 

stiffness of precracked SNSM strengthened 

RC beams by up to 28.4%. 

 The failure modes of the strengthened 

beams with SNSM strengthening technique 

were not affected by precracking. 
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